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Paul Darling OBE QC
39 Essex Chambers

Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction & Engineering
Adjudication
Commercial Litigation & Sale of Goods
Professional Negligence
Domestic & International Arbitration
Procurement
Health & Safety

Paul Darling OBE QC has established a formidable reputation as an advocate in all types and
levels of tribunals all over the world. He specialises in complex cases which feature multiple
parties, large teams, and high volumes of material, and is often brought in by clients at short
notice, late in proceedings. An ability to work with colleagues from any jurisdiction, and to
grasp detail, strategy, and tactics quickly has allowed Paul to develop a practice which has
taken him to every major jurisdiction, appearing in a wide variety of construction, energy, and
commercial matters.

@BuildingSilk
/39 Essex Chambers

www.39essex.com

Paul Darling OBE QC
39 Essex Chambers
Question: Are Global Claims and Total Cost Claims the same? Are they permissible?

Answer:
- They are different, but some claims will be both.
- Global Claim does not link individual delaying or disrupting events with specific time or loss.
- Total Cost Claim identifies all the cost incurred by a Contractor, deducts the amount allowed in the tender and
claims the difference.
- Global Claim is criticised because it may fail properly to deal with causation.
- Total Cost Claim is criticised because it may fail properly to quantify loss.
- Permissibility depends on contractual terms and the Court investigates the claims to see if they establish
recoverable entitlement.

David Sears QC
Crown Office Chambers
Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International Arbitration
Construction & Engineering
Professional Liability
Commercial
Insurance & Reinsurance
ADR
Reported Cases

David Sears QC is widely recognized as a leading practitioner in commercial dispute resolution,
with a particular emphasis on professional indemnity, construction and engineering, energy and
utilities, information technology and insurance law.

@CrownOfficeCh
/CrownOfficeChambers
www.crownofficechambers.com

David Sears QC
Crown Office Chambers
Question: Can a court award payment of the adjudicator’s valuation, even if the adjudicator had no jurisdiction to
order payment?
Answer:
- Assumed no, but answer is yes.
- WRW Construction Limited v Datblygau Davies Developments Limited [2020] EWHC 1965 (TCC):
1. Datblygau Davies Developments Limited (DDD) and WRW Construction Limited (WRW) entered into JCT 2011
design and build standard form, for the latter to design and build nine residences in Twickenham, London.
2. Issues led to 3 adjudications. In the second of those adjudications, the adjudicator decided that DDD had
validly terminated the contract.
3. DDD then referred claims in respect of the post-termination final account to a third adjudication. Adjudicator
requested WRW to pay to DDD the sum of -£568,597.32 (negative) within 7 days. WRW sought to enforce the
Adjudicator’s decision by way of a summary judgment application.
4. Judge accepted adjudicator had no jurisdiction to award a sum of money to WRW as the responding party,
however that was not the main issue. The judge held there was no bar to the Court proceeding in such a way
5. The Court’s enforcement of the adjudicator’s decision would not amount to a final determination by the Court
of the value of the post-termination final account.
- Can see the practical advantages of the court proceeding in this way, but is it the legally right result?

Dr Donald Charrett BE (Hons), LLB (Hons),
MConstLaw, DipLPSE,
PhD, ProfCertArb, DipIntArb, FIEAust, FCIArb |
Barrister, Expert Determination Chambers - Melbourne
Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•

Dispute Resolution
Litigation
Mediation
Expert determination
Arbitration

He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, a member of the FIDIC
President’s List of Adjudicators, an accredited FIDIC trainer, and was the first
chairman of Melbourne TEC Chambers, a “virtual” chambers of barristers practising
in TEC law.

www.expertdetermination.net
/donaldcharrett

Donald Charrett (Hons), LLB (Hons), MConstLaw,
DipLPSE, PhD, ProfCertArb, DipIntArb, FIEAust,
FCIArb | Barrister
Expert Determination Chambers
Question: Top 6 things a Contractor can do to avoid disputes?

Answer:
1. Invest sufficient time in the contract;
2. SIGN the contract before commencing work;
3. Abide by the contractual terms;
4. Execute the project in accordance with the contract;
5. Good communication with the contract administrator; and
6. Address and deal with unforeseen issues ASAP.

Karen Gough | Barrister
39 Essex Chambers
Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•

Complex construction
FIDIC
Engineering
Professional Negligence
General commercial disputes whether resolved by litigation, arbitration or ADT

Karen Gough practises internationally as counsel, attorney-at-law, arbitrator, adjudicator and ADR
neutral. She has specialised, for more than 30 years, in complex construction, engineering,
professional negligence and general commercial disputes whether resolved by litigation,
arbitration or ADR. She is a recognised expert on disputes arising out of projects governed by the
FIDIC forms of contract. She represents a wide range of clients including governments,
government agencies, local authorities, educational institutions, contractors, sub-contractors, and
major commercial organisations.

@39EssexChambers
/39 Essex Chambers
www.39essex.com

Karen Gough | Barrister
39 Essex Chambers
Question: Under the FIDIC 2017 Rainbow forms of contract, does the Contractor have a defence to the Employer’s
notice of suspension (clause 8.9) or termination, following the subcontractor’s default (clauses 15.1 and 15.2)?
Does it make any difference if the sub-contractor is:
a. Named; or
b. Nominated under the Contract by the Employer/Engineer.

Answer:
- Contractor is fully responsible for Subcontractors default & has no defence.
- Contractor must ensure it has indemnities and warranties to protect from Subcontractor default.
- Contractor requires Employer’s consent to subcontract, except for supplies of materials and named
subcontractors.
- If named subcontractor, Contractor should use general contractual provisions to object. Apply same level of
scrutiny as for nominated subcontractor.
- If nominated subcontractor, Contractor may object within 14 days to nomination based on competence,
resources, financial strength & failure to indemnify the Contractor.
- Nominated subcontractor to undertake to Contractor to carry out works & discharge Contractor from liabilities
and obligations.
- Consider any bespoke amendments to the contract and local laws and regulations.

Jaime Gray | Founding Partner
NPG Abogados - Perú

Area of Expertise
Specialist in Construction Law and Alternative Dispute Resolution
Jaime Gray has participated and continues to participate in the most important construction
projects in Peru including, most recently, the New Terminal of Jorge Chávez Airport, Lima,
and the Villa Panamericana Project for the Lima 2019 Pan American Games.

Has advised on various types of infrastructure projects, notably mining, ports and airports,
hydroelectric power plants, water and sewage facilities, highways, bridges and tunnels as well
as highly complex building projects such as luxury hotels and hospitals and on several of
these projects he led the NPG contract administration staff.
In the area of dispute resolution, he is not only an arbitrator and Dispute Board member, but
also specializes in the handling of disputes during the execution phase of the projects
themselves. Has successfully represented parties in international ICC arbitrations as well as
in others administered by local arbitration centres.

www.npg.pe

/npgabogados

Jamie Gray | Founding Partner
NPG Abogados
Question: Impact of Covid-19 on Liquidated Damages (LADs) within established form of contracts?

Answer:
- For years, projects funded by financial institutions used EPC/Turnkey Lump Sum contracts;
- “Certainty of price” is the Holy Grail for owners, who transfer risk to contractors;
- Contractors charge a risk premium to cover “unfair” assignment of risk;
- Recently, owners are considering how to avoid payment of large risk premiums;
- Yes – possible to reach certainty of price & use collaborative approaches;
- How? Using a two-stage contractual approach:
1. Pre-construction – Collaboration between parties e.g. establish objectives & KPI’s which avoid high risk
premium, exchange information, execution of early works;
2. Construction (Design & Build) – Negotiate turnkey lump sum contract, target price or guaranteed maximum
price contract = price certainty, without charging excessive risk premium;
- Investment in time and money involved, but change in participants behaviour is required.

Chris Beirise | Partner
HKA Construction - Las Vegas
Area of Expertise
•

Delay and quantum expert with over 32 years of construction industry
experience.

•

Has worked on numerous types of project in the construction and engineering
industries, including airports, bridges, highways and tunnels, various types of
buildings, power plants, railroads and water treatment plants throughout the
world.

@HKAGlobal
/HKA
www.hka.com

Chris Beirise | Partner
HKA Construction
Question: How to document a claim related to COVID-19 Project labour disruption?
Answer:
1.
Soft impacts:
- Weekly tracking of a few workers on a daily basis to see how much time it takes to follow government
guidance (cleaning tools, checking temperature, social distancing, transport restrictions etc.)
2.

Hard impacts:
- Less workers in a manlift;
- Increased rates (from overtime and night shifts);
- More cleaning supplies & condensed toilet facilities;
- Increased supervision for social distancing protocols.

Hannah McCarthy | Barrister
39 Essex Chambers

Area of Expertise
•
•
•

Construction and engineering
Energy
Professional negligence

Hannah is regularly instructed by domestic and international clients in TCC proceedings as
well as arbitration and adjudication. She has substantial experience as junior counsel as well
as sole counsel of a wide range of construction, engineering and infrastructure disputes, with
particular experience of nuclear and energy matters. She has worked with numerous standard
form and bespoke contracts, including FIDIC, NEC3 and JCT forms. Hannah advises a wide
range of clients, including employers, construction professionals, local authorities as well as
private individuals.

@39EssexChambers
/39 Essex Chambers

www.39essex.com

Hannah McCarthy | Barrister
39 Essex Chambers
Question: Is an interim application payable where no pay less notice has been served, but where the application itself
has been superseded by subsequent interim applications in the payment cycle?

Answer:
Yes.
- J&B Hopkins Ltd V Trant Engineering Ltd [2020] EWHC 1305 (TCC):
a) D (Main Ctr) tried to resist enforcement of adjudication decision in C’s (Sub-Ctr’s) favour, arguing decision
related to an interim payment application, that had been overtaken by subsequent payment applications by C
(themselves the subject of valid pay less notices).
b) D argued enforcing the decision would be inconsistent with the ‘correction principle’,
c) Court rejected D’s submissions. Correction principle (confirmed in S&T (UK) Limited v Grove Developments
Limited 2018 EWCA Civ 2488) could not be applied to conclude no amount due. Disputes on earlier
applications did not cease to exist, nor would estoppel operate because of subsequent applications.
d) D made no points regarding jurisdiction or natural justice = enforce decision. Court also declined to grant a
stay of execution, notwithstanding D’s ongoing adjudication in respect of further sums under the subcontract.

Virginie Colaiuta | Partner
LMS Legal LLP
Area of Expertise
•

International arbitration proceedings
• Construction
• Energy projects
• Bilateral or multilateral investment treaties

Virginie is admitted to practise in England & Wales (Solicitor), in New York, USA (Attorney at
Law) and in France (Avocat à la Cour).

/LMS Studio legale
www.lmslex.com

Virginie Colaiuta | Partner
LMS Legal LLP
Question: Can a construction contract be considered an investment for the purpose of commencing arbitration
proceedings on the basis of investment treaties?
Answer:
- Investment treaties confer on foreign investors important protections & rights.
- Violation = claims against host State in arbitration proceedings, including direct compensation claims
- Proceedings may commence where investor not concluded a contract with foreign State
- Definition of “Foreign Investment” in some treaties specifically refers to construction activities or construction
contracts
- What happens in absence of specific reference?
- Salini v Morocco 2001 clarified criteria for a construction contract constituting an “investment”:
a) a certain duration of the performance of the contract;
b) an element of risk of the transaction;
c) contribution in money or expenditure/assets; and
d) contribution/benefit to the host State's economic development.
- Some cases (Joy Mining v Egypt) held bank guarantees are not considered an “investment”
- Mihaly v Sri Lanka – pre-contractual expenditure incurred in respect of construction of new power plant is not a
“foreign investment”
- Some argue scope of treaty protection should be limited to contractor-State partnerships, rather than venderclient relationships.

David Daly | Director
Novus Resolve
Area of Expertise
•
•

Dispute avoidance
Management and resolution services

David is a Chartered Quantity Surveyor with a wide breadth of commercial experience
gained in the UK, Europe, the Middle East and China. He is experienced in dispute
avoidance, management and resolution within various sectors. These include healthcare,
residential, offices, oil/gas facilities, offshore construction and renewable energy.

/novus-resolve/
www.novusresolve.com/

David Daly | Director
Novus Resolve
Question: Why do loss of head office overhead and profit claims commonly fail and what should contractors be doing
better to ensure they succeed in them more often?

Answer:
- No magic answer
- Often fail for want of suitably maintained records
- Walter Lilly v McKay [2012] EWHC 1773 (TCC), J Akenhead set out clear guidance on how to succeed in these
claims in paragraphs 540 to 554 of his judgement:
1. Contractors can recover overheads and profit arising from delay, caused by factors which entitle it to loss &
expense
2. Contractors burden of proof is balance of probabilities - save for delays, it would have secured work, which
would have produced a profit and/or contribution to head office overheads
3. Use of Emden or Hudson formula is helpful to ascertain returns
- Contractor could produce invitations to tender, declined to price due to delay
- Show a drop in turnover from accounts
- Most of the principles are not complicated but contractors are often unaware of them, leading to claims of this
nature failing when disputes arise.

Richard Bailey| Partner
Goodman Derrick LLP
Area of Expertise
•
•
•

•

Advising on the amendment of standard form contracts including all forms of
JCT, NEC3, ICE as well as EPC, process engineering and PFI Projects.
Drafting bespoke forms of main contract and subcontracts.
Domestic and international disputes and specialises in the resolution of
construction and engineering disputes through the courts, arbitration,
adjudication and all forms of ADR. Richard regularly acts as advocate on behalf
of clients.
Disputes regarding infrastructure projects, light rail, EPC contracts,
contaminated land issues, PFI agreements, modular buildings, hospitals,
residential developments and sports stadia.

@RLBailey
/richardbailey
www.gdlaw.co.uk

Richard Bailey| Partner
Goodman Derrick LLP
Question: Can you rely on Litigation Privilege to protect documents prepared for adjudication?

Answer:
- Litigation privilege covers documents produced where litigation is either in progress or there is a reasonable
prospect of litigation and therefore draft submissions are covered by litigation privilege.
- Does not cover preparing the claim prior to the commencement of the adjudication, where you involve an external
third party (say the architect if you are the contractor).
- This could include correspondence exchanged with solicitors and anyone involved in preparing the adjudication
claim.
- NB – Be careful what you put in writing as it will be disclosable and could undermine your case in court later on.

Rebecca Drake| Barrister
39 Essex Chambers
Area of Expertise
•
•

Construction Disputes
Commercial Dispute

Rebecca representing FTSE-rated companies, property professionals, offshore investors,
private developers, SMEs, and high-net-worth individuals.

@39EssexChambers
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Rebecca Drake | Barrister
39 Essex Chambers
Question: Can a final date for payment be set by reference to the provision of an invoice?
Answer:
No. In Rochford Construction Limited v Kilhan Construction Limited [2020] EWHC 941 (TCC) published in July 2020
(in which Rebecca acted), Mrs Justice Cockerill confirmed:
-

Final date for payment in a construction contract must be linked to the due date and be "a set period of time, and
not an event or a mechanism".
Linking it to an invoice, would fall foul of the Construction Act requirements.
The decision was technically obiter, but it is important guidance.

Abdullah Akpinar | Director
PCM Project Controls Services Ltd - Istanbul
Area of Expertise
•
•
•

Construction project management
Consultancy services to Employers, Contractors and Investors on project controls
management
Procurement management, contract management, tender preparation and evaluation.

@akpinarabdullah
abdullahakpinar

Abdullah Akpinar | Director
PCM Project Controls Services Ltd
Question: Protections and entitlements relating to Covid-19, under FIDIC 1999?
Answer:
- Subject to giving notice under clause 19.2, a party may be excused from obligations due to Force Majeure
(criteria defined under clause 19.1).
- Clause 19.1(i) to (v) does not include “epidemic” or “pandemic”, but the consequences of Covid-19 are likely
to satisfy the definition of FM. Ebola?
- Employer may not be able to give access to and possession of site to Contractor (clause 2.1) e.g. site closures
- Employer’s payment obligations are not excused.
- Duty to minimise delay under clause 19.3.
- Contractor may not complete the works on time.
- Contractor may claim an Extension of Time (EOT), if it will be delayed by unforeseeable shortages caused by
epidemic or governmental actions (clause 8.4 Red and Yellow), or where it has followed public authority
procedures (clause 8.5).
- Contractor may claim cost, if the consequences of Covid-19 fall within the limited circumstances (clause
19.4(b).
- Contractor may claim EOT or cost, if contractor suffers delays resulting from changes in the “laws of the
Country” (clause 13.7).
- Notice under clause 19.2, could allow potential termination under clause 19.6.
- FIDIC 2017 uses “exceptional events” instead of “force majeure”.

John Green | Commercial Director
Stepnell Limited

Area of Expertise
•
•

•

Proven end-to-end project lifecycle expertise.
Serves a broad spectrum of private and public sector clients, ensuring they realise their
vision by providing a more holistic approach to project design, build, management and
delivery.
Established, mature business with the resources and infrastructure to deliver larger,
more challenging projects with a value up to £30 million.

@Stepnellltd
Stepnell
www.stepnell.co.uk/

John Green | Commercial Director
Stepnell Limited
Ltd
Question: Design obligations of the Contractor under JCT Design and Build 2011 and 2016?

Answer:
- Employer satisfied the Contractor’s Proposals (CP) meet requirements (3rd Recital).
- Contractor shall complete the design for the works (Article 1).
- Subject to clause 2.15, Contractor is not responsible for the Employer’s Requirements (ER) or verifying them
(Clause 2.11).
- Any inadequacy in the ER shall be corrected, altered or modified if not dealt with in the CP (clause 2.12.1).
- Subject to clause 2.15, if any inadequacy in the ER is dealt with, this constitutes a change (clause 2.12.2)
- CP prevail, where a discrepancy/ divergence exists between them and the ER (a Change).
- Employer chooses between discrepant items, where a discrepancy/ divergence exists between CP & Contractor’s
design documents.
- Being unaware of the obligations may lead to costly consequences.
- Important to review and understand contracts, train teams and instruct lawyers to draft amendments.

Owen Lawrence | Chief Executive
International Arbitration Centre & Int Arb Arbitrators & Mediators
• Hearing space in the heart of Legal London offering
• Premier hearing venue in London
• Privacy
• Confidentiality
• Excellent client services
• Unparalleled comfort
IAC has been designed specifically to cater to high-end disputes, offering 5,000 square feet of
hearing space per floor. Confidentiality has been fundamentally built into the IAC’s design,
allowing parties access through private lifts and via an underground car park.

@IntArbCentre
@TheInternationalArbitrationCentre
@Int-Arb Arbitrators & Mediators | London & Washington
www.int-arb.com

Owen Lawrence | Chief Executive
International Arbitration Centre & Int Arb Arbitrators & Mediators

Question: With a small cluster of construction chambers and an even smaller pool of first rate construction
arbitrators – how do you avoid sacrificing your arbitrator or Counsel of choice?
Answer:
- Often use previously instructed arbitrators & counsel, instead of suitable ones.
- Search for construction specialists in the particular area e.g. delay, disruption.
Use Int-Arb Arbitrators & Mediators because:
• The first port of call for lawyers;
• They are impartial on the arbitrator to appoint; this saves times & only relevant expert arbitrators are proposed;
• They have an extensive network & knowledge, and can find an arbitrator without cost;
• This frees up the option to have you desired counsel from a Chambers, whose main focus is construction; and
• They offer a bespoke service which eradicates conflicts for counsel in chambers.

Chris Everett | Director
CCI - Capital Consulting International

Area of Expertise
•
•

•
•
•
•

Quantum Expert
Director of an international expert services consultancy, managing Quantum,
Delay and Technical teams
Quantum Expert on complex construction and engineering projects
Providing Expert and Advocacy services to the construction and insurance
markets
Operating in the Construction Industry since 1999 for Employers, MultiDisciplinary Consulting Engineers, Main Contractors and Sub-Contractors
Experience in all major forms of ADR as Quantum Expert and representing parties
in adjudication

/chris-everett
www.capitalconsultingint.com

Chris Everett | Director
CCI - Capital Consulting International
Question: Can a Contractor be paid its Preliminary costs twice for the same period?

Answer:
- Yes, if the Contractor shows Planned completion occurring earlier than the Clause 31 programme and that
programme is accepted by the Project Manager, the Contractor retains the Terminal Float.
- Subsequent compensation event may extend the Completion date (62.2), although Planned completion may shift
back to the original Clause 31 date, however the Contractor is entitled to compensation for that delay to
Completion.
- Contractor retains the amount in his Price and receives compensation for the same period.
- NB – Contractors should not be afraid to show an earlier planned completion date in programme updates & may
be beneficial where compensation events delay completion.

Alison Lacy | Partner
Fasken Law - Toronto
Area of Expertise
•
•
•

Procurement and project development for large capital projects.
Alison has significant experience in mining, energy and infrastructure projects.
Alison has assisted with the procurement, development and financing aspects of mining
projects in Panama, Cuba, Chile, Peru, Mexico and Madagascar. In the electricity and
resource sectors, Alison has worked on transactions in Canada, Chile, Argentina, Brazil,
Bolivia, Mexico, Colombia, Uruguay, China and India.

@FaskenLaw

/Fasken
www.fasken.com

Alison Lacy | Partner
Fasken
Question: When developing a project, does it ever make sense for an Owner to use multiple contract packages
instead of using just one contract, such as an EPC or an EPCM? And if so, when? What are the advantages and
disadvantages?
Answer:
- Beneficial to use multiple contract packages e.g. large mining project and different components of infrastructure
- Advantages:
1. Reduced cost and risk when project is broken into components;
2. May encourage higher calibre bidders;
3. Use Contractors who are experts in particular area e.g. process plants, power plants.
- Disadvantages:
1. Risk of gap between services when multiple contractors involved;
2. Strong owner oversight & Interface/ Coordination agreement required to manage risk;
3. Different dispute resolution provisions in contracts.

Andrew Harbourne | Partner
Wilkin Chapman
Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•

Property Development
Construction
Commercial Property
Charity law relating to property

@WCllpSolicitors
/wilkinchapman
www.wilkinchapman.co.uk

Andrew Harbourne | Partner
Wilkin Chapman
Question: What can be done to avoid liability disputes, where the Tenant of part of an office block wants to undertake
refurbishment, but has indemnified the Landlord against losses and liabilities, and the Tenant’s Contractor’s
insurance may not be enough to cover damage?

Answer:
• Consult specialist construction insurance advisors prior to the tender stage (Note 49 in the JCT Design & Build
Form) to:
1. Review and advise on the risks covered by the policies;
2. Draft bespoke contract amendments to the insurance provisions; and
3. Liaise with the Tenant, Landlord and legal team to understand the risk.
• Where the Employer is a Tenant, the Landlord should also be consulted.
• Tenant may be joint insured or the buildings insurance may include a waiver rights of subrogation against
tenants.
• Landlord’s insurers might require the Tenant to pay additional premium beyond the Contractor’s insurance.
• Consider insurance against non-negligent withdrawal of support to neighbouring buildings (clause 6.5 of the
JCT D&B form).
• Cover under the Contractor’s/ professional team’s PII?

David Barnes| Chief Executive and Director
of Clerking

Area of Expertise
David has primary responsibility for managing the practice of each member of Chambers and
for delivering a high-quality service to members’ clients globally. His detailed knowledge of
each member’s respective practice ensures he is well-placed to advise clients on the most
appropriate counsel for their case.

@AtkinChambers
/Atkin Chambers
www.atkinchambers.com

David Barnes| Chief Executive and Director
of Clerking
Atkin Chambers
Question: What questions should a Chambers clerk ask prospective clients?
Answer:
Question1: What is the nature of the dispute and the applicable law?
Question 2: What is the size of the claim
Question 3: Are the clients looking to engage a Silk or junior barrister?
Question 4: What is the underlying contract?
Question 5: Are there limitation Issues?

Allan Booth | Director
Rance Booth Smith Architects

Area of Expertise
•

Projects in:
• Health
• Education
• Commercial
• Industrial and public sector projects

Allan was a founder of Rance Booth Smith Architects in 1982. He has over 35 years'
experience in health, education, commercial, industrial and public sector projects.
Within the public sector, Allan has run major master-planning projects for Bradford
Council, the refurbishment of Shibden Park in Halifax and the £100m Shipley
Sustainable Resource Park.

www.rbsarchitects.co.uk

Allan Booth | Director
Rance Booth Smith Architects
Question: You are designing a construction project for a client who wants you to use a particular sub-contractor for
the electrical work. How would the sub-contractor issue influence your choice of contract?

Answer:
- Use JCT Intermediate form of contract to name sub-contractor.
- Main contractor responsible for sub-contractors’ performance & payments.
- If sub-contractor has design responsibility, select relevant contract & obtain warranty from sub-contractor.

Richard Bettridge | Director
Motion
Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport Planning
Travel Planning
Infrastructure Design
Flood Risk
Development Planning
Sustainable Drainage Systems
Road Safety Engineering

@MotionInsight
www.motion.co.uk

Richard Bettridge | Director
Motion
Scenario Question:
-

-

Engineer sets in the civil engineering contract, LADs at £20,000 per week for failure to complete by the completion
date.
The maximum limit of LADs is set at 50% of the contract sum. The contract value is £150,000 and the programme
for completion is 10 weeks.
Bad weather and Contractor receives a 1 week extension of time.
Completion certificate is dated 18 weeks after commencement.
Employer deducts LADs of £140,000 and pays the Contractor the remainder.

What are Liquidated Damages (LADs) and how are they treated in construction contracts? Is the above scenario fair?

Answer:
1. LADs are set by the Employer, not Engineer.
2. LADs need to represent a genuine pre-estimate of damages resulting from late completion, and not be punitive.
3. No automatic right to challenge LADs under the contract. Must be made separately, but high burden of proof.
4. Here, the LADs appear to be punitive and unfair, so important to challenge at the tender/pre-contract stage.

5. LADs can be automatically deducted by the Employer under the contract.

Patrick Barrett | Director
Barrett + Barrett Chartered Architects
Area of Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building design
Feasibility proposals
Interior design
Master planning
Consultant architects
Contract project management
Topographical and building surveys

/patrickbarrett

www.barrettarchitects.com

Patrick Barrett | Director
Barrett + Barrett Chartered Architects
Question: Impact of Covid-19 on Liquidated Damages (LADs) within established form of contracts?

Answer:
- No precedent for this situation in any of the normal and established forms of contracts.
- So what happens if a Contractor is pulled off site due to allegations that a site operative has Covid-19 symptoms,
and the Contractor is unable to complete the works on time? Can the employer claim LADs?
- What if the site operative does not actually have Covid-19? Is there a duty on the Contractor to test all site
operatives? Does the Contractor need to have alternative operatives on ‘standby’?

BONUS QUESTIONS

Abdullah Akpinar | Director
PCM Project Controls Services Ltd - Istanbul
Area of Expertise
•
•
•

Construction project management
Consultancy services to Employers, Contractors and Investors on project controls
management
Procurement management, contract management, tender preparation and evaluation.

@akpinarabdullah
abdullahakpinar

Abdullah Akpinar | Director
PCM Project Controls Services Ltd
Question: Does Covid-19 spark a Force Majeure clause?

Answer:
- It depends on the contractual provisions.
- “Force majeure” in the English Legal System differs from other legal systems.
- “Force majeure” is an unforeseeable event beyond the parties’ control and impacts their obligations e.g. delays
performance, potential termination etc.
- The event must fall within the list of circumstances and the court will look at the natural meaning.
- Position is less clear when authorities make recommendations instead of legal orders.
- Has it prevented, impeded, hindered or delayed a performance of the contract?
- Mitigation to prevent delays? Service of notices within timescales?
- Doctrine of Frustration?

Chris Beirise | Partner
HKA Construction - Las Vegas
Area of Expertise
•

Delay and quantum expert with over 32 years of construction industry
experience.

•

Has worked on numerous types of project in the construction and engineering
industries, including airports, bridges, highways and tunnels, various types of
buildings, power plants, railroads and water treatment plants throughout the
world.

@HKAGlobal
/HKA
www.hka.com

Chris Beirise | Partner
HKA Construction
Question: How can I plan to avoid COVID-19 supplier impacts?

Answer:
- Check supplies in advance & regular follow ups.
- Take early delivery & store appropriately.
- Discuss strategies with others in the industry.
- Consider suitable alternative materials/ equitable.
- Timely address any issues between parties.
- Regular meetings to discuss issues.

Chris Beirise | Partner
HKA Construction
Question: How to address COVID-19 schedule delays?

Answer:
- Determine project status prior to COVID-19 impacts.
- Keep records of impact of COVID-19 on workforce (reduction, quarantining etc.).
- if late equipment/material delivery make sure to determine if equipment/material was ready for installation in
comparison to other delays.

Allan Booth | Director
Rance Booth Smith Architects
Area of Expertise
•

Projects in:
• Health
• Education
• Commercial
• Industrial and public sector projects

Allan was a founder of Rance Booth Smith Architects in 1982. He has over 35 years'
experience in health, education, commercial, industrial and public sector projects.
Within the public sector, Allan has run major master-planning projects for Bradford
Council, the refurbishment of Shibden Park in Halifax and the £100m Shipley
Sustainable Resource Park.

www.rbsarchitects.co.uk

Allan Booth | Director
Rance Booth Smith Architects
Question: You are the contract administrator for a project which is on site. A sub-contractor calls you to say that the
main contractor has gone bust and trades are leaving site. What are the first things you should do?
Answer:
- Check correct & make arrangements to secure the site because if the sub-contractor has not been paid by the
contractor, he may remove goods the client has paid for.
- Inform the client and advise to notify insurers.
- Other tasks including a site inspection, get others to complete the works, assuming that an arrangement for
completion is not made with the insolvency practitioner appointed.
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Question: Under the FIDIC 2017 Rainbow forms of contract, does the Contractor have a defence to the Employer’s
notice of suspension (clause 8.9) or termination, following the subcontractor’s default (clauses 15.1 and 15.2)?
Does it make any difference if the sub-contractor is:
a. Named; or
b. Nominated under the Contract by the Employer/Engineer.
Answer:
Generally speaking the Contractor is fully responsible for the defaults of its Subcontractors on the projects and the fact that
the acts or omissions which form the basis of the grounds for suspension or termination by the Employer can be attributed
to a Subcontractor, does not afford the Contractor any defence to a notice of suspension; a notice to correct any failure to
perform its obligations under the Contract [cl 15.1;] or a notice of intention to terminate or indeed a notice of termination
[clause 15.2].
It is important therefore for the Contractor to ensure that it has appropriate indemnities and warranties [including
performance bonds if appropriate to the project] in place to protect itself from the consequences of any subcontractor
default.

Generally the Contractor requires the consent of the Employer to subcontract part or all of the works, some element of
subcontracting may be permitted in the contract terms, otherwise consent is required for all except for supplies of materials
and for Named Subcontractors. If a subcontractor is Named by the Employer in the tender documents or in relation to an
instruction from the Engineer, the Contractor should use the general provisions of the Contract to raise any reasonable
objections about the Subcontractor, including its ability to either to deal with the subcontract works and manage any
potential liability to the Contractor in the case of default.
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Question: Under the FIDIC 2017 Rainbow forms of contract, does the Contractor have a defence to the Employer’s
notice of suspension (clause 8.9) or termination, following the subcontractor’s default (clauses 15.1 and 15.2)?
Does it make any difference if the sub-contractor is:
a. Named; or
b. Nominated under the Contract by the Employer/Engineer.
In respect of Nominated Sub-Contractors the Contractor has a right to object to any nomination by the Employer [through
the Engineer] on grounds going to competence, resources and financial strength; but also in relation to any failure by the
Subcontractor to provide an indemnity to the Contractor against and from any negligence or misuse of goods by the
nominated Sub-contractor, its agents or employees. A nominated subcontractor has also to undertake to the Contractor that
it will carry out its works so as to enable the Contractor to discharge its obligations and liabilities under the Contract, and
indemnify the Contractor from liabilities and obligations arising under the Contract and from the consequences of any
failure by the Subcontractor to perform them [in so far as within the Subcontractor’s scope]. [clause 5.2]

These warranties and indemnities are critical if there is any possibility that a default on the part of the nominated
Subcontractor, will impair the Contractor’s ability to fulfil its obligations under the Contract.
Three takeaways regarding Subcontractors:
a. Named: apply the same level of scrutiny as you would for a nominated Subcontractor;
b. Nominated: scrutinize the proposed Subcontractor very carefully and make sure any objection is timely [within 14 days
of receiving the Engineer’s instruction to appoint it]. Keep objections to those listed in clause 5.2.
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Question: Under the FIDIC 2017 Rainbow forms of contract, does the Contractor have a defence to the Employer’s
notice of suspension (clause 8.9) or termination, following the subcontractor’s default (clauses 15.1 and 15.2)?
Does it make any difference if the sub-contractor is:
a. Named; or
b. Nominated under the Contract by the Employer/Engineer.

c. When drafting the terms of the Contract, party representatives should pay particular attention to any proposals for
subcontractors and consider whether there needs to be bespoke amendment[s] to the Contract Conditions and
alterations to the risks accepted by the Contractor and/or Employer concerning works which will be subcontracted. This
may be particularly important in relation to programming and delays and impacts which might lead to suspension and
termination of the Works if a Subcontractor fails or is unable to perform its works and thus prevents the Contractor
fulfilling its primary obligations to carry out and complete the Works.

As with any question arising in the context of the Fidic COC, parties need to be fully conversant with the local laws and
regulations applicable to the Contract which might impact and even override the terms which the parties would agree.
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Question: Design obligations of the Contractor under JCT Design and Build 2011 and 2016?
The JCT Design and Build contract was first introduced in 1981. Despite the popularity of the JCT DB Contract, in terms of its
use, it has become evident to the writer that many construction professionals are not aware of the Contractors design
obligations under a JCT DB 2011 or 2016 Contract.
This is quite simply because it has become custom and practice for those advising Employers to amend the standard JCT
terms. This practice has been undertaken to such an extent that many construction practitioners have become so used to the
amendments, they are not aware what the JCT DB Contract obligations are in respect of Contractor design…. where the
Contract has not been amended.

In fact, the application of a JCT DB Contract which has not been amended in respect of the Contractors design obligations
becomes more controversial than one which has. The situation has been illuminated following a number of recent and current
projects where the industry wide amendments to the responsibilities of the parties in respect of the Employers Requirements
and the Contractors Proposals, have not been changed by inadequate or unintended drafting.
I am involved in two ongoing instances where the JCT DB Contract has not been amended and neither the Employer or its
Consultants nor the Contractor realised the Contract had not been amended (as everyone was conditioned to the
amendments having been made). Alarmingly upon discovery that the Contractors design obligations were that of an
unamended JCT DB Contract, the Employer nor the Consultant advising the Employer were actually aware what the design
obligation of the Contractor is under a JCT DB Contract.
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Question: Design obligations of the Contractor under JCT Design and Build 2011 and 2016?
At the key meeting the look of the disbelief upon faces of the Employers and its Consultant was evident.
What are the design obligations of the Contractor under JCT DB 2011 and 2016. Do you know?
In summary of the key points;

3rd Recital "the Employer has examined the Contractor's Proposals and, subject to the
Conditions, is satisfied that they appear to meet the Employer's Requirements"
Article 1 – Contractors Obligations – The Contractor shall complete the design for the Works….
Clause 1.3 "The Agreement and these Conditions are to be read as a whole. Nothing contained in the Employer's
Requirements, the Contractor's Proposals or the Contract Sum Analysis, nor anything in the Framework Agreement, shall
override or modify the Agreement or these Conditions."

Clause 2.11 "Subject to clause 2.15, the Contractor shall not be responsible for the contents of the Employer's Requirements
or for verifying the adequacy of any design contained within them." (Note under 2.15 the Contractor is responsible for
compliance with Statutory Requirements)
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Question: Design obligations of the Contractor under JCT Design and Build 2011 and 2016?
Clause 2.12.1 "If an inadequacy is found in any design in the Employer's Requirements in relation to which the Contractor
under clause 2.11 is not responsible for verifying its accuracy, then, if or to the extent that the inadequacy is not dealt with in
the Contractor's Proposals, the Employer's Requirements shall be corrected, altered or modified accordingly."
Clause 2.12.2 "Subject to clause 2.15, any correction, alteration of modification under clause 2.12.1 shall be treated as a
Change."
To summarise the summary;

•
•
•
•
•

•

The Contractor completes the design
The Contractor is not responsible for the content of ER’s – (save where the change in necessary to comply with
Statutory Requirements)!
The Contractor is not required to verify the content of the ER’s
If any inadequacy is found in any design in the ER’s, unless this relates to a Statutory Requirement and /or is not
addressed in the CP’s… this constitutes a Change.
In the event of a discrepancy /divergence
o Between ER’s and CP’s – CP’s prevail (subject to compliance with Statutory Requirements) and treated as a
Change
o Within the CP’s or Contractors design documents – Employer chooses between the discrepant items without cost
to the Employer.
Nothing in the ER’s shall modify the Agreement or the Conditions.

John Green | Commercial Director
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Question: Design obligations of the Contractor under JCT Design and Build 2011 and 2016?
The consequence of the above in practice can be that….
•
•

•

On project A the Employer is responsible for a Change arising from amending the design of a standard coping detail
across a project – circa £150k.
On project B the Employer is responsible for the Change requiring site wide changes to levels and introduction of
retaining walls – circa £500k
On Project C the Employer is responsible for an undersized plant room and the reconfiguration of services – circa
£250k.

My suggestions would be;
•
•
•

Review your current contracts… you never know what you might find!
Undertake training to your teams and, possibly for the first time, talk to them about the Contractors design
obligations under JCT DB.
Contract amendments should always be treated with respect and best left to the legal profession
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Question: What can be done to avoid liability disputes, where the Tenant of part of an office block wants to
undertake refurbishment, but has indemnified the Landlord against losses and liabilities, and the Tenant’s
Contractor’s insurance may not be enough to cover damage?
A tenant of part of an office block wants to undertake refurbishment and fitting out work. It will have to indemnify the
landlord in the licence to alter (and probably within the lease as well) against any losses and liabilities the landlord might
suffer. The tenant’s contractor might have, say, £10m public liability insurance but if the office block is damaged by the
carrying out of the works, that might be nowhere near enough. The landlord’s buildings insurer might pay the landlord
the balance – but then exercise its subrogation rights to sue the tenant.
Oh and don’t forget all the other tenants and occupants in the building. They or their contents and business interruption
insurers may also want to sue you.
If the worst happens, it could be a litigious nightmare as the buildings and public liability insurers each say the other
should pay, while all parties (as they might anyway) claim the damage was not actually their fault or that there was
contributory negligence by others.
What can be done?
The 2016 JCT Forms raise this point (see e.g. Note 49 on the Design & Build form). The advice in that note is: “Where
there are Existing Structures, it is vital that any prospective Employer…who is a tenant…or any appropriate member of
the Employer’s professional team, should consult specialist insurance advisers prior to the tender stage. An Employer
who is a tenant should also consult his landlord prior to that stage.”
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Question: What can be done to avoid liability disputes, where the Tenant of part of an office block wants to
undertake refurbishment, but has indemnified the Landlord against losses and liabilities, and the Tenant’s
Contractor’s insurance may not be enough to cover damage?
A specialist construction insurance advisor should be involved to advise on what and whose policies cover what risks
and in drafting bespoke amendments to the standard building contract insurance provisions to reflect the nature of the
insurance on the existing building that is actually in force. They will need to liaise with the tenant and its lawyers, to
understand the risk. They may also need to discuss the problems with the landlord and their buildings insurers and with
the contractor’s brokers/insurers before work starts. It may be that the tenant is joint insured under the buildings
insurance or that the buildings insurance includes a waiver rights of subrogation against tenants, but perhaps not in
these circumstances.
The landlord’s insurers might insist on an additional premium to shoulder the risk beyond the contractor’s £10m public
liability insurance and the tenant would have to pay that. Also, the tenant will have its own public liability insurance. How
and when does that kick in?
Insurance against non-negligent withdrawal of support to neighbouring buildings should also be considered (clause 6.5
of the JCT D&B form).
Is the contractor’s liability under the building contract for damage to third party liability to be capped to the level of its
insurance? Does its public liability insurance cover it only for damage caused by its negligence or breach or also for
damage caused where the contractor was not negligent or in default? What are the excesses?
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Question: What can be done to avoid liability disputes, where the Tenant of part of an office block wants to
undertake refurbishment, but has indemnified the Landlord against losses and liabilities, and the Tenant’s
Contractor’s insurance may not be enough to cover damage?
Might some cover be available under the professional indemnity insurance of the contractor and/or the professional
team?
The landlord might agree to some form of “hold harmless” clause beyond a certain level of liability for the tenant, but
their insurers could well refuse to allow that and there may be little incentive on the landlord to cooperate.
The Public Liability covers for Employer, Contractor and all Sub Contractors would all need to be evaluated to try and
ensure they are adequate and there are no gaps. Determining what is an adequate limit in these circumstances might
prove very difficult. A chartered surveyor’s advice could also be required as to values.
There may be no adequate answer to this question, depending on the circumstances but it needs to be thought
through by the right professionals at the outset so that at least the risks can be understood and minimised.
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Question: Does Covid-19 spark a Force Majeure clause?
From England & Wales law perspective, the answer depends on the particular circumstances and respective contract
provisions.
Despite SARS and EBOLA, there is no reported case law in England and Wales directly on the operation of force majeure
clauses as reference to epidemics or pandemics.
What is FM Clause?

They are Contractual clauses which alter parties’ obligations and/or liabilities under a contract when an event or
circumstance beyond their control prevents one or all of them from completing those obligations.
•
Depending on the drafting of FM clauses, they may have variety of consequences such as
•
Excusing the affected party prom performing the contract in whole or in part
•
Excusing the affected party from delay in performance
•
Entitling the affected party to suspend or claim and extension of time for performance, or giving that party a right
to terminate.
Under the laws of England & Wales, there is no standalone concept of 'force majeure'. FM is a creature of contract and not
of the general common law.
Accordingly, it differs from some other legal systems where FM is a general legal concept and where courts can declare a
particular event, such as pandemic, is force majeure event.
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Question: Does Covid-19 spark a Force Majeure clause?
Particular clauses within a contract are creatures of the contracts in which they appear, and their scope and effect will
depend on the wording in question.
When FM is asserted there are number of considerations for both parties.
Is there a FM event?
•

The event must fall within the contractual definition of circumstances or occurrences capable of invoking the force
majeure clause.

•

The list of events in the contract is exhaustive and the court will look at the natural meaning of the words used and
whether the present circumstances were intended to fall within them. The courts will assume that the parties only
intended to grant relief where the event was outside of their control, as anything else may lead to an unjust result.

•

The events include war, revolution, terrorism, earthquakes, hurricanes, acts of government, plaques or epidemics.

•

Acts of God' typically refers natural events THAT cannot be prevented against, such as earthquakes, tsunamis, floods,
etc.
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Question: Does Covid-19 spark a Force Majeure clause?
•

Act of government will have occurred where governmental body has imposed travel restrictions, quarantines, or trade
embargoes, or has closed borders, buildings. The position is less clear when authorities make recommendations rather
than makes orders using legal powers.

•

Whether a virus pandemic amounts to an 'act of God' will depend on a number of factors, such as whether the phrase is
defined under the contract, whether the clause defining 'force majeure' otherwise includes specific references to
pandemics or epidemics that would support a noscitur a sociis all approach to construction, and the governing law of
the contract (in contrast to England and Wales, 'Act of God' is a recognised legal concept in some jurisdictions).

•

Contracts might refer to events or circumstances that are “beyond the parties’ reasonable control”. Determining
whether this covers issues arising from Covid-19 is subject to interpretation and is fact specific.

•

Sometimes clauses may give a list of specific criteria, such as fire, flood, and war together with “or any other causes
beyond parties control”. The general wording of this type usually will be interpreted broadly. Therefore, such a clause
may invoke even if a health event or any relevant event is not precisely listed.
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Question: Does Covid-19 spark a Force Majeure clause?
Has the party’s ability to perform its contractual obligations been prevented, impeded or hindered, delayed by the event?
•

“Prevented” means that it must be physically and legally impossible to perform. It is not enough that performance is
more difficult more expensive or less profitable. (Unable to perform)

•

“Hindered” or “impeded” is a lesser standard and may in appropriate circumstances be invoked by performance being
made substantially more difficult. (i.e. Shortage of raw materials caused by FM event may hinder the performance of
construction activity)

•

Proving that performance has been “delayed” should be less difficult than proving it legally or physically impossible.

What else must be shown?
A party seeking to rely on a force majeure clause must also show that:
• The FM event was the cause of the inability to perform or delayed performance;
• The non-performance was due to circumstances beyond their control
• There were no reasonable steps that they could have taken to avoid or mitigate the event or its consequences.
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Question: Does Covid-19 spark a Force Majeure clause?
What is the procedure for relying on the clause?
•
•

A party seeking to invoke FM clause must comply with any procedural requirements under the contract, such as service
notice to other party to rely on FM clause requirements within particular timescales.
Some clauses may require updates to be provided in terms of duty to minimize FM effects. (Obligation to mitigate)

What if there is FM clause?
•
•

Doctrine of Frustration
Frustration requires that an unforeseen subsequent event outside the control of the parties has made the contract
impossible to perform, or has transformed performance of the obligations into something that is radically different from
which the parties intended to accomplish.
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Question: When developing a project, does it ever make sense for an Owner to use multiple contract packages
instead of using just one contract, such as an EPC or an EPCM? And if so, when? What are the advantages and
disadvantages?
Answer:
When an owner is developing a very large and complex project, it can be very beneficial for the owner to use multiple contract
packages. For example, if a large mining project is to be developed that includes many different components of
infrastructure, such as a process plant, a power plant, a port facility, a tailings management facility and access roads, it may
end up being easiest and most cost effective to procure the various components under different contract models, or to
bundle a few components under one contract model, and others under a different contract model.
Advantages: The larger the project, the greater the risk can be for both the owner and a contractor. However, if the project is
broken into components, the cost and risk associated with each component, or a bundle of components, will be reduced and
more palatable for a contractor to assume. That, in turn, may encourage more, and higher calibre bidders in respect of each
procurement package. In addition, the use of multiple contract packages allows an owner to use contractors who are experts
in their particular area. One contractor may have great expertise at engineering and procurement and another with
construction. In the mining example above, one contractor may have expertise with the design and construction of process
plants, but not with power plants or ports. Another contractor with the relevant expertise can be retained to do the design
and construction of the power plant or port.
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Question: When developing a project, does it ever make sense for an Owner to use multiple contract packages
instead of using just one contract, such as an EPC or an EPCM? And if so, when? What are the advantages and
disadvantages?
Answer:
Disadvantages: There is a risk of a gap between services provided when multiple contractors are used. To effectively manage
this risk, very strong owner oversight will be required to ensure no gaps and to address the interface among multiple
contractors on site. An interface/coordination agreement between the different contractors on site will also help to manage
the interface risk. Finally, in the event of disputes related to the project, having common dispute resolution provisions in
each of the contracts will help ensure seamless joinder of disputes between contract packages.
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Question: Can a Contractor be paid its Preliminary costs twice for the same period?

•

•
•

•

The Contractor submits a Clause 31 programme and the Project Manager accepts it. The programme shows that Planned
completion is 20 weeks after commencement.
The first Clause 32 programme update is issued, this shows the Contractor completed its site clearance works one week
earlier than planned and thus Planned completion occurs one week earlier, now 19 weeks. The PM is pleased with the
Contractors progress and accepts the programme.
The Project Manager then instructs a change to the Works Information, adding additional drainage. This is notified as a
compensation event (60.1(1)) and the parties agree this will extend the Planned completion by one week, this is
implemented with an increase in direct costs for drainage work and one week additional preliminary costs as a result of
Planned completion occurring one week later.
In effect the Contractor has already accounted for week 20 in its Price, it is then paid again for week 20 under the
Compensation Event. The project was completed on the original date planned.

My take-away point for Contractors is… don’t be afraid of showing the PM an earlier Planned completion date in programme
updates, you retain the time in Terminal Float anyway and may benefit should future compensation events impact the
Completion date. Failing to show an earlier Planned completion date will show any Contractor delays impact the Completion
date prematurely, i.e. without absorbing Terminal Float initially.
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Question: Covid-19 and what protections and entitlements under FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts?
Under the FIDIC 1999 forms of contract, if either Party is prevented from performance of its obligations by Force Majeure
(‘FM’) then, subject to giving notice, it may be excused performance of those obligations. The Contractor may also be
entitled to an extension of time and Cost.
(Clause 19.1) contains a definition of FM. It is ‘an exceptional event or circumstance

a)
b)
c)
d)

which is beyond a Party’s control,
which such Party could not reasonably have provided against before entering the Contract,
which, having arisen, such Party could not reasonably have avoided or overcome, and
which is not substantially attributable to the other Party.’

For the definition to be met, these criteria (‘exceptional’ plus the criteria (a) to (d)) must be satisfied.
Clause 19.1(i) to (v) contains a list of example events or circumstances which, if they otherwise satisfy the definition, could
constitute FM. If an event does not appear on the list, this does not mean that it may not otherwise satisfy the definition.
The list does not include ‘epidemic’ or ‘pandemic’ but it is likely that the Covid-19 pandemic and many of its consequences
will otherwise satisfy the definition of FM. [ there is an argument that the pandemic itself (as opposed to its consequences)
is not ‘exceptional’ because pandemic flus have occurred before]
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Question: Covid-19 and what protections and entitlements under FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts?
Protection that may be available to the Employer for Force Majeure;
If the Employer is prevented from performing any of its obligations by FM it may, subject to giving notice, be excused
performance of these obligations.
The key Employer obligation that might be prevented because of Covid-19 and its consequences is the obligation to give
the Contractor access to and possession of the Site (clause 2.1).
•

•

•

This prevention may occur, for example, where governments have imposed Site closures to prevent spread of the
virus.[Such as in Scotland]. Other obligations that might be prevented include the provision of free issue materials or
Employer’s Equipment, the obtaining of licences or approvals, co-operation and the obligations which the Engineer has
under the Contract. If the Engineer or its personnel are unable to supervise the Works, progress will come to a halt.
If an Employer is prevented from performing any of its obligations by FM and wishes to be excused performance, it
should give notice under clause 19.2. This notice should specify the event or circumstances constituting the FM and the
obligations whose performance is or will be prevented. It should be given within 14 days after the Employer became
aware, or should have become aware, of the relevant event or circumstance constituting FM.
As a result of giving notice under the clause 19.2, the Employer is excused performance of the prevented obligations for
as long as the FM prevents it from performing them. However, performance by the Employer of its payment obligations
is not excused.
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Question: Covid-19 and what protections and entitlements under FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts?
•

The Employer should be aware that once FM has been notified under clause 19.2, the door is open to a potential
termination of the Contract under clause 19.6. This provides that either Party may terminate the Contract if the execution
of substantially all the Works in progress is prevented for a continuous period of 84 days, or for multiple periods which
total more than 140 days, by reason of FM in respect of which a clause 19.2 notice has been given.

•

Clause 19.3 states that each party shall at all time use all reasonable endeavours to minimise any delay in the
performance of the Contract as a result of FM and it is required a party to give notice to the other party when it ceases to
be affected by the Force Majeure.

•

Clause 19.5 states if any Subcontractor is entitled under any contract or agreement relating to the Works to relief from
FM on terms additional to or broader than those mentioned in FM clause, such additional or broader FM events or
circumstances shall not excuse the Contractor’s non-performance or entitle him to relief under this Clause.

Protection that may be available to the Contractor for FM
•

Similar to the Employer, Contractor is prevented from performing its obligations by FM, it may be excused performance
of this obligations by giving notice in accordance with CL.19.2
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Question: Covid-19 and what protections and entitlements under FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts?
•

The Contractor’s obligations which may be prevented because of Covid-19 and its consequences include to proceed
with the Works with due expedition and without delay (CL8.1) and to complete the Works within the Time for
Completion (CL8.2). In some countries where lockdowns are imposed, the Contractor’s Personnel may be prevented
from travel to and work at the Site and Goods may be prevented from reaching Site.

•

The Notice opens the door for termination.

•

If the Contractor is prevented from performing obligations by FM for which it has given notice under CL. 19.2, and
suffers delay by reason of the notified by FM it may, subject to giving notice under clause 20.1, be entitled to an
extension of time (EOT).

•

If the Contractor is prevented from performing obligations by FM for which it has given notice under clause 19.2, and
incurs Cost by reason of the notified FM it may, subject to giving notice under clause 20.1, be entitled to payment of
this Cost under CL. 19.4(b),. This entitlement only arises if the FM is an event or circumstance of the kind listed in
clauses 19.1(i) to (iv) and, for some of these events, only if they occur in the “Country”.

•

The events stated under CL.19.1(i) to (iv) can loosely be described as ‘man-made’ (war, rebellion, riot, etc.) although
some are not necessarily ‘man-made’. ‘

•

Natural catastrophes’ (which appear in clause 19.1(v)) are not compensated with Cost. Parties signing up to FIDIC
contracts must be aware of this risk allocation.

Abdullah Akpinar | Director
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Question: Covid-19 and what protections and entitlements under FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts?
•

Covid-19 does not fall within the events listed in clauses 19.1(i) to (iv) since epidemic, or pandemic. Hence, it seems that
the Contractor will only be entitled to Cost for Covid-19 if the consequences of the pandemic fall within the limited
circumstances listed in clauses 19.1(i) to (iv).

•

So, for example, if a consequence of the pandemic is the assumption of military power to enforce a lockdown, or riots in
case of shortage of food or medicine, the Contractor may be entitled to Cost.

•

The limited circumstances in which Cost is compensated may seem ‘unfair’ to the Contractor in the context of Covid-19.

Other provisions in FIDIC 1999
•

CL.8.4 (FIDIC 1999 R & Y Books). Under this clause, the Contractor may be entitled to an extension of time if it is or will
be delayed by Unforeseeable shortages in the availability of personnel or Goods caused by epidemic or governmental
actions. There is no equivalent provision the FIDIC 1999 Silver Book.

•

CL. 8.5. Under this clause, the Contractor may be entitled to an extension of time where it has diligently followed
procedures laid down by public authorities in the Country, but those authorities delay or disrupt the Contractor’s works
and this delay or disruption was Unforeseeable. This may apply to action taken by the government or authorities in the
Country in respect of Covid-19 which delays or disrupts the Contractor, for instance, imposing a lockdown.
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Question: Covid-19 and what protections and entitlements under FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts?
•

Clause 13.7 The Contractor may be entitled to an EOT or Cost if the Contractor suffers delay or incurs Cost as a result
of changes in the ‘Laws of the Country’ or changes to the interpretation of those Laws. ‘Laws’ is widely defined.

FIDIC 2017
•

FIDIC abandons the term ‘Force Majeure’, possibly because it has a defined meaning in some civil law systems, and
instead uses the term ‘Exceptional Events’, which are dealt with in clause 18.

•

The requirement for the event or circumstance to be ‘exceptional’ no longer features in the definition. Strikes and
lockouts are separated from the ‘riot’ item in the list of events in clause 18.1. As in the 1999 forms, the events on this
list may give entitlement to Cost except for the last item which is still ‘natural catastrophes’.

•

In the 2017 forms, if the Exceptional Event has a continuing effect, the affected Party must give notice under clause
18.2 describing the effect every 28 days after giving the first notice.

The material for this webinar has been prepared solely for the benefit of
delegates. It must not be used for giving advice in any shape or form, and it is
not a substitute for legal advice.
The author does not accept responsibility for loss howsoever occasioned to
any person or persons acting or refraining from action as a result of this
material.
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